
Laverne is a 72-year-old woman who is visually impaired. Laverne also has Diabetes, Corneal      
Dystrophy and Myasthenia Gravis. She has leg problems which make it difficult for her to 
walk.  

During this season of Hope, we ask that you take a moment 
to read about those who will  benefit from your generosity 
this Christmas. This is a partial list. We are collecting for 
individuals with disabilities struggling to live independently, 
a shelter for teens, and local needs. 

Maria is a 54-year-old woman who has depression, anxiety, and panic attacks. Her 19-year-old 
son was diagnosed with an intellectual disability. Maria was working for the local Board of   
Education as one of the school cooks. However, due to Covid she had her hours cut and found 

it hard to purchase food and to pay rent. Thankfully she had a savings, but it only lasted for a    
couple of months. She has been struggling to get back on her feet even with assistance provided. 

Olga is a 56-year-old woman who had a stroke.  She also has asthma, high blood pressure,              
depression, and allergies. She moved from NYC to NJ on her own to be closer to her mother so 

she could care for her. She lives on her own and while she has found it difficult to care for her   
mother while also being attentive to her own health, she has managed to do it all. She goes over to 
her mother’s house every day to make sure she will be okay and is always there when needed.     
Recently, she has found her mental and physical health to be acting up which has made it harder for 
her to do her daily tasks.  

Joan is a 76-year-old female with kidney failure. She did not know how to proceed with paying 
for the countless doctor’s visits, food, and dialysis. She was stressed that she would not be 
able to receive the treatment she needs to live with her new condition due to how advanced 

her kidney failure is. She is currently receiving dialysis and is trying to balance trying to do her every-
day tasks while feeling weaker than normal.  

Nick is a 78-year old man with stomach cancer who lives with his grandson Angelo 21 years 
old. They are very low income and Nick has many dietary needs and out of pocket costs.       
Angelo is a college student working part time at a local fast food restaurant.  

Aileen is a thirty-two-year-old amputee.  Her husband works as many hours as a landscaper  
before the winter season begins and he loses employment. Aileen and her husband live with 

their two boys, ages 8 and 10. 



Jonathan is a 53 year old man who is visually impaired and has a Traumatic Brain                     
Injury. Jonathan has had a hard year with the ongoing pandemic and has had limited              

interactions with people. Jonathan does not have any family in the state and has not seen them for 
the past two years. He would greatly appreciate gifts given to him because he will feel as he has 
someone who cares for him. He would benefit from visa gift cards, he lives in an area that has a lot 

Jose is a 54-year-old man with a developmental disability and a long history of mental illness. 
He has diabetes, sleep apnea, heart problems and is struggling with obesity. Jose lives in       

subsidized housing by himself. His income covers only basic necessities.    

Jose has a talent for painting and drawing and would enjoy adult coloring books and color pencils so 
he can keep busy at home when the winter hits since he likes to stay home. 

Rene is a 64-year-old man who is visually impaired and has an intellectual disability. Rene's     
vision has become progressively worse during this year.  Rene does not have any family in the 

area and lives alone. Rene has been greatly impacted by the pandemic because he is limited with the 
people he is able to see because he is unable to go see his friends at the community centers. Rene 
would appreciate winter clothing. 

Noel is a 37-year-old male who was just diagnosed last year with severe schizophrenia and 
ADHD. Noel used to teach as an adjunct professor at two universities but due to his late         
diagnosis in life  Noel lost his concentration and ended up losing both of his jobs and has been    

struggling to pay rent and his bills since COVID had started. Noel had mentioned that due to his     
diagnosis he does not go out into the community anymore so Noel keeps busy by making small arts 
and crafts at home, Noel would benefit from a Michaels gift card as well to keep up with his crafts.  

Cher  is a severely non-verbal autistic woman who is twenty-two years old. Cher eats inedible       
objects as her comfort mechanism. Cher would benefit from teething supplies. She is also    
fascinated with baby toys that light up and have music.  

Isabela is Cher’s mother; she has dedicated herself solely to Cher’s care. Alberto is the family’s      
father who has been laid off from work and seeking pending unemployment benefits. The family  
also includes three boys, ages 11, 15 and 16. 

Frances was preparing a meal for an individual in need when a housefire broke out. Although 
Frances lost everything, she gives thanks to God that no one was harmed.  


